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Abstract
This study reports a current development in the widely used combustion stability
algorithm employed by propulsion industries as a predictive tool for the design of large
combustors. It has been recently demonstrated that, by incorporating unsteady rotational
sources and sinks in the acoustic energy assessment, a more precise formulation of the
acoustic instability in rocket motors can be achieved. The new algorithm, when applied
to the linear stability formulation, leads to ten growth rate terms. In this thesis, these ten
stability corrections are converted from volumetric to surface integral form. They are
further converted to an acoustic form that is directly amenable to implementation in the
Standard Stability Prediction code. The reduction to surface form greatly facilitates the
evaluation of individual stability growth rates as they become function of quantities
distributed along the chamber's control surface. This will preclude the need to carry out
a rotational flow analysis inside the motor. Only surface quantities will be needed and
these will be converted to acoustic form whenever possible using the no slip condition or
other applicable response functions.

Effectively, all needed information will be

obtainable directly from the acoustic field. By precluding the need to evaluate the
rotational field (which can be highly uncertain in arbitrary geometry), the evaluation of
acoustic stability integrals is made possible in practical motors with variable grain
perforation. The analysis entails acquiring and applying several vortico-acoustic and
vector identities, the most notable of which being the Gaussian divergence theorem.
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Nomenclature
AP

= unsteady pressure amplitude

Af>

= inert surface admittance

Af>

A t>
a0
E

E;

er ,e0 ,e=

= burning surface admittance

= nozzle entrance plane admittance
= mean speed of sound

= time averaged unsteady system energy

= energy normalization function for mode m
= unit vectors in r, 0 and z directions

F

= body forces

L, R

= enclosure length and radius, / = LI R

km
m

= wave number for axial mode m

= oscillation mode shape number

Mb

= surface Mach number, JI;, / a0

Po

= mean pressure

S

= Strauhal Number, km I Mb

Ur ,U=

= mean flow velocities normalized by JI;,

n

r ,z ,t
u

= outward pointing unit normal vector

= radial, axial, and temporal coordinates

= total velocity vector

viii

= action coordinate, ½ ,rr 2

x

= radial distance from the wall, 1- r

y

= growth rate (dimensional, sec- 1 )

a

= viscous number, [v /(a0 R)]112

t5
&

,Cr)

r

OJ ,

= function defined in Eq. (3.12)

= ratio of specific heats

= kinematic viscosity, µIp

v

p

= wave amplitude, AP l(yp0 )

n

= density

= unsteady and mean vorticity magnitudes

,p(r)

= exponential argument defined in Eq. (3.11)

b

= refers to the burning/transpiring surface

Subscripts
i, r

m

N, S

= irrotational or rotational

= for a given mode number
= nozzle or inert surface
= a fluctuating term

Superscripts
*

A.

r, i

= dimensional quantity

= rotational or acoustical part
= part of a complex variable
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1. Introduction
1.1. Origin of Combustion Instability

The complex interactions between combustion processes and gas dynamics inside
large scale combustors, including solid rocket motors, have been a major source of
uncertainty for design engineers. Instead of the steady or slowly changing combustion
properties, at which most combustors are designed to operate, many high energy density
combustors impulsively display oscillations exhibiting violent fluctuations in pressure,
velocities and temperature. This behavior has been referred to by many descriptors ever
since it was first observed in solid rocket motors in the 1930s by Poole; 1 these include
combustion instability (CI), oscillatory combustion, unsteady combustion, resonant
burning, acoustic instabilities, and others. The presence of a common strand tying the
myriad of phenomenological manifestations is difficult to ignore.
One inevitably notices the parallelism between terms like oscillatory, acoustic and
resonant, confirming the early assumption that these instabilities are rooted in acoustics.
One must also recognize that researchers in the 1930s and 40s did not posses the
experimental capabilities to measure high frequency pressure oscillations inside of
combustion chambers, thus making it very difficult to prove or disprove this assumption.
Early experimentalists refer to irregularities in exhaust plumes (see Fig. 1), rippled
internal conduits, and irregular propellant heating as evidence of acoustically related
fluctuations. A main characteristic of combustion instability is the production of large
amplitude pressure oscillations within a chamber. In some instances these oscillations
can reach values greater than that of the mean pressure. A stumbling block to the
-1-
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Figure 1: Real time photograph of identical motors tested by
Blomshield. The bottom is experiencing nonlinear
oscillations.2
complete understanding of this phenomenon is the fact that the measured oscillation

frequencies quite often match the natural modes of the combustion chamber. 1 It will be

discussed later how this observation has steered many researchers to the logical

conclusion that combustion instability can be accurately captured with a purely acoustic

(irrotational) wave model for the gas fluctuations. Another common occurrence in
combustors that are experiencing instabilities is the elevation of the mean chamber

pressure, often above design operating values. Many rocket design engineers have

dubbed this as the dreaded 'DC shift.' These characteristics seem to be universal to all

types of combustors.

Research, both experimental and theoretical, into the occurrence of combustion

instability has been performed in almost every technological application in which it has
occurred, thus leading to a rational partition of studies. Combustion instability of solid

rocket motors, which will be the main but not limiting focus of this study, is one area of
research.

-2-

1.2. Combustion Instability Characteristics in SRMs

A solid rocket motor (SRM) is the simplest, having the fewest moving parts, of the
various propulsion devices in use today. An SRM, in its basic form, consists of a
propellant grain, casing and nozzle, and is designed to produce high pressure and
temperature gas flow that is accelerated, through the nozzle, to produce thrust. The high
pressures and temperatures are the byproduct of chemical reactions. Investigations of
basic internal ballistics relate the gaseous mass addition to the exposed surface area of
propellant and its chemical properties.

The burning rate of a given propellant is

dependent on the local pressure, and given by the empirical relation
r=ap"

(1 . 1)

where r is the burning rate, p is the chamber pressure, with a and n being empirical
constants usually determined by strand burner experiments. 3 A value of n greater than
one is usually indicative of unstable pressure-burn rate response, otherwise known as
pressure coupling. All commonly used composite and double-base propellants comply
with this equation over the stable combustion range.

However, once an unsteady

pressure fluctuation is introduced, this simple relation may no longer hold.
The balance between gases produced and gases ejected from the nozzle can be
disturbed by various mechanisms. For instance, when a piece of unburned propellant or
liner momentarily passes through the nozzle orifice, the resulting change in chamber
pressure and consequent effect on the propellant burning rate can be significant, albeit
difficult to quantify. One can expect that an increase in chamber pressure will produce an
increase in the burning rate which, depending on certain chamber and propellant
properties, can in turn induce an increase in mean pressure. The result is analogous to the
-3-

feedback mechanism experienced when a microphone is placed in front of an amplified
speaker. The reaction to transients inside of the combustion chamber is the precursor to
the triggering of wave propagation. A pulse (sudden large amplitude increase in chamber
pressure) is not the only way that oscillation can grow to undesirable levels. Some
motors have the tendency to amplify the naturally occurring noise (low amplitude
oscillations) inside the combustor. Noise is produced from the unsteady burning and
mass addition precipitating from chemical combustion.
identically to a momentary pressure fluctuation.

Yet, not all rockets react

Some rocket motors have been

experimentally pulsed many times with no display of instability; those motors possess the
ability to balance the gas production with the gas exhaust quite effectively, thus
attenuating any excessive wave motion. It is this apparent contradiction between motor
response that has fueled the desire for a deeper theoretical understanding of CI.
1.3. Combustion Instability in Liquid Rockets

Combustion instability is also experienced in liquid rocket engines. The components

that make up a liquid rocket engine are much more complicated than those of an SRM.
Machinery like turbo-pumps and gas generators can introduce variations in fuel and
oxidizer and, in turn, lead to unsteady combustion. The oxidizer and fuel injectors also
play a key role in triggering or controlling stability. The jets can be configured in distinct
ways (impinging, coaxial, shower head, etc.) to better control droplet atomization,
vaporizatio·n and combustion. In some respects the constant geometry of the combustion
chamber and injectors decreases the complexity of the problem, but the variants
described above can, at times, serve to confound the issue.
-4-

Most liquid rockets employ preburners or gas generators to supply hot gases for the
operation of turbines and turbo-machinery.

Preburners usually operate at fuel rich

mixture ratios. This is done to maintain lower exhaust gas temperatures and prevent
turbine blade erosion and melting of uncooled nozzle and chamber parts. 3 By virtue of
their design similarities to liquid rockets, gas generators may also display combustion
instability problems.
1.4. Combustion Instability Characteristics in Gas Turbines

Other propulsion and power generation devices that entertain high pressure and
temperature combustion can also be subject to instabilities. Gas turbines, by way of
example, are used for power generation in aircraft, ships and electric generators. The
instabilities experienced in gas turbines are very similar to those in the propulsion devices
described earlier. As a result of high emission standards and attempts to diminish
products like NOX, rekindled interest in resolving gas turbine instabilities can be seen
today.

Here instabilities are chiefly caused by variations in fuel supply or poorly

distributed fuel in the combustion zone, as in the case of liquid rockets. Unlike liquid
rockets and other propulsion devices, gas turbines purposely develop unsteady vortex
structures (vortex shedding) to promote mixing and efficient chemical heat release, albeit
at the expense of added system unsteadiness.

Gas turbines also develop large

recirculation regions that can constitute additional sources of instability. 4
1.5. Combustion Instability Classification

Combustion instabilities are classified by the type of combustor in which they appear,
but a more general approach to categorize them is based on their frequencies. As
-5-

mentioned earlier, the observed oscillations symptomatic to combustion instability

correspond almost invariably to the chamber's acoustic modes. It has therefore become

standard practice of those in the combustion instability community to separate
instabilities into three categories in reference to their frequencies. Low frequency

instabilities are experienced at 10-400 Hz and are often referred to as chugging. Large

solid rocket motors like the space shuttle and the Ariane V SRMs are known examples.
Commonly the low frequency instabilities are due to longitudinal wave motion.

Propellants that contain aluminum or other metal additives tend to experience low

frequency instabilities. The next frequency range is from 200 to 1,500 Hz, commonly

known as buzzing. Buzzing is usually due to longitudinal waves and tends to occur after a

pulse. This is not to rule out the growth of gas oscillations from low amplitude noise.

Buzzing is the type in which steep fronted waves are most likely to form. The third
frequency classification, screeching, targets those greater than 1,500 Hz.

These

frequencies correspond to transverse oscillations and have been known to reach values as

high as 6,000 Hz. High frequency oscillations can be suppressed in most propellants by

embedding metal additives, the most notable of which being aluminum powder.
1.6. Combustion Instability Consequences

Combustion instability has great practical consequences as well as considerable

academic interest.

Modeling of gas oscillations requires elegant formulations that

enthrall physicists, engineers and mathematicians in their respective fields.

Gas

oscillations also lead to vibrations within the structure containing the combustor. When
the structure in question is a defense missile or a spacecraft, unexpected vibrations can

lead to catastrophe.

Large amplitude vibrations can damage sensitive payload,
- 6-

electronics and adversely affect guidance systems. Strong vortices and tangential wave
motion are often a result of combustion instability that can impose stiff roll torques on the
rocket case and nozzle. 5 Furthermore, performance characteristics of all large scale
combustors can be adversely affected as they depend quite heavily on chamber pressures.
Losses in efficiency, specific impulse, burning rate and exhaust velocity can ensue. As
discussed above, most rocket designers are concerned with the dramatic increase in
chamber pressure (DC shift) that frequently accompanies instabilities. This rise in mean
pressure can quickly lead to structural failure of the combustion chamber. Recurring
mishaps can, in tum, result in termination of the affected project, especially in solid
rocket motors where test runs can be quite expensive. What is most alarming is, perhaps,
the fact that combustion instability often remains undetected until the prototype and test
stages of a new design program. In these late stages, it is very difficult for designers to
successfully remedy the emerging problems in a timely and economically feasible
fashion.
1.7. Historical Examples

Without the advantages of a predictive scheme for combustion instability, researchers
are forced to develop a slue of techniques to suppress oscillations. The most successful
technique developed, as hinted at before, is the addition of aluminum powder to the
complex propellant matrix. The effectiveness of this type of suppressant depends on the
size of the aluminum particles, powder concentration and chamber operation parameters.
This is comprehensively discussed by Levine, Fuchs, and Park, 6 and Culick. 7-9 The
Minuteman II Stage 3 rocket is a good example of how particulate size can have an
appreciable effect on stability characteristics. In recollecting, low amplitude oscillations
-7-

were present during the test phases of the motor but, as soon as the motor went into

production, three unexpected test failures occurred. This was later attributed to a minor

alteration in propellant content of aluminum powder. Due to a change in suppliers, the

aluminum powder differed from the original batch in both shape and proportion of oxide

coating. Smaller aluminum particles turned out to be less effective at suppressing gas

oscillations, thus illustrating the hard learned dictum that combustion instability is
governed by a host of variables.

As opposed to chemical alteration methods, mechanical approaches are also available.

The insertion of non-reactive material into the propellant grain is another strategy. No

rigorous mathematical model may be invoked to delineate the damping properties of
these techniques; a trial and error method is usually followed. One such design involves

an array of perforated plates (see Fig. 2).

Another popular apparatus suggests the use of resonant rods (see Fig. 3), which can

absorb acoustic energy. In the same vein, Helmholtz resonators are used in liquid rocket

engines to absorb oscillatory energy. During the race to the moon in the 1 960s, NASA

Figure 2: Perforated plate. 1 0
-8-

Figure 3: Resonance rods. 1 0

experienced 500 Hz buzzing in the F-1 engine. 1 1 The structural vibrations involved were
so intense that the engines could not be operated for more than a few seconds for fear of
catastrophic failure. The pressure traces from test runs showed oscillating pressure
amplitudes greater than the mean chamber pressure.

Engineers, not completely

understanding the phenomenon, attached a series of baffles to the injector faceplate. The
intention was for the baffles to break-up the transverse acoustic waves. About 1 ,600 test
runs were needed to determine the proper size and arrangement of the baffles ( see Fig. 4)
to the extent of reducing the oscillating pressure amplitudes to 65% of the mean chamber
pressure.
At the outset, the observed oscillations were by no means truly eliminated but their
severity was reduced to a tolerable level. One can only imagine the immense financial
burden that such an endeavor would place on a given flight program today. A modem
rocket program facing such road blocks will be seriously compromised. The lack of
theory and the predominately empirical nature of acoustic suppression methodologies
leave great room for improvement. Evidently, more theoretically rigorous methods must
be employed."
-9-

Figure 4: F-1 I11jector face.
Early studies done by Hart and McClure 1 2• 1 4 put the proper theoretical backing to the

combustion instability struggle.

In fact, Hart and McClure pioneered a method of

analysis based on an energy balance approach. Inspired by their work, Culick7•8• 1 5 - 1 7
proposed a linear combustion instability model for solid rocket motors in the 1 960s; it is

still in use today. Flandro and Majdalani 1 8 have advanced the classic (Culick) model by
incorporating unsteady rotational corrections.

The result of these refinements is a

summation of ten volume integrals accounting for the exponential growth rate of

unsteady pressure amplitudes. The propellant grains of modern solid rocket motors are

complex in their geometry, making the evaluation of volume integrals computationally

expensive.

Also terms referring to the vortical flowfield are extremely difficult to

compute with a high degree of precision within the chamber volume. The restrictions in
relative applicability have confined the rotational model to cases with plain geometry, i.e.

circular port and slab rocket motors in which the unsteady 3-D rotational field could be
- 10 -

easily computed. In seeking a more general and portable approach, it is the purpose of
this study to convert the ten volume integrals presented earlier 1 8 into surface form.
Deconstructing each volume integral into three surface integrals is done over the burning
surface, inert surface (if applicable) and nozzle exit surface. This greatly simplifies the
affected integrands and helps to arrive at more accurate estimates. The new surface
integrals can be more easily implemented into the SSP program, thus ameliorating its
predictive capabilities.
Chapter 2 will discuss the progression of linear combustion instability theory. Special
consideration will be given to the work done by Culick to bring the general theory set
forth by Hart and McClure into a more useful predictive model; this is reflected in the
Standard Stability Program. Chapter 2 will also describe the advancements made by
Flandro and Majdalani, 1 8-23 in recent years, illuminating terms like flow-turning and
boundary layer pumping. The linear combustion instability model will be expressed in
Chapter 3. These most recent refinements form the groundwork on which the rest of this
study lies. The conversion of volume integrals into surface form is covered in Chapter 4.
The presentation includes extensive detail for the reader' s convenience. The step-by-step
procedure we adopt illustrates the effectiveness of employing vector relations and
perturbation techniques. Subsequently, Chapter 5 will address the validity of surface
integrals when applied to a circular port motor.

The surface integrals produced in

Chapter 4 will be evaluated using asymptotic techniques and compared to the volume
integrals. The conversions will also be compared to numerical evaluations for a circular
port motor.
- 11 -

2.

Combustion Instability Models

Rigorous mathematical foundations need to be applied with sound theory in order to
develop a methodology for predicting the likelihood that a particular combustor will
experience combustion instability. To date there appears to be two major trains of
thought in rocket motor stability analysis, namely, the energy and non-energy methods.
The modeling techniques can be further broken down into linear and nonlinear
approaches. Efforts began in the late fifties by Crocco and Cheng24 whose studies
focused on liquid engine Cl. Shortly after, work began at John Hopkins University with
the formulation of a solid rocket instability theory by Hart and McClure. 1 2• 1 4 This study
seems to have been the first to employ the energy method, the technique which will be
considered here. The Culick model was later advanced as an improvement to the original
work by Hart and McClure; it now constitutes the most accepted framework and basis for
the Standard Stability Program (SSP).
2. 1. Culick's Contributions

In the 1960s, Culick7• advanced a linear combustion instability model that was
8

grounded in the energy methods presented by Hart and McClure. 1 2• 1 4

The classic

formulation takes full advantage of the relative smallness of the motor's departure from
steady operating parameters.

This is reflected most clearly in the growth of the

oscillating pressure amplitudes during the onset of instabilities. A perturbation expansion
of all governing equations is done using the small parameter c , which is closely related
to the unsteady pressure amplitude. The governing equations are further simplified by
neglecting the terms including viscosity and unsteady vorticity.
- 12 -

After carefully

combining the first order momentum and conservation equations, a perturbed wave

equation for the unsteady pressure is reached, with the boundary conditions being in

terms of the pressure gradient. 25 A similar wave equation for the unsteady velocity could

have as easily been obtained, but the ability to more practically measure the pressure has

motivated the prior approach. The derived wave equation and boundary condition are
P' - 'v 2p' = M tv · ( u · V U + U · 'v u' ) - U - 'v Bp ' - tv · F(i)
'
b[
&2
&]

8

2

u

·n · 'vp' = -n · r [ aat' + M ( u' · V U + U · 'vu' )]
b

where a prime denotes a fluctuating quantity.

(2 . 1 )
(2.2)

A second perturbation parameter is

established as the terms proportional to the mean Mach number are grouped on the right
hand-side. This suggests that the problem can be treated as a slightly perturbed acoustic

wave.

In this configuration the terms on the left-hand-side of the wave equation

represent a forcing function or the energy of excitation for the forthcoming oscillations.

The use of a wave equation is in conformance with the assumption that the fluctuations

are purely acoustical. This approach leads to a leading order model that is limited to

inviscid, irrotational and compressible pressure and velocity fields, therefore allowing

slip at the burning surface. It should be noted that the limitations only affect solutions for
the unsteady flowfield; the mean flow model is fully rotational and satisfies the no-slip

condition at the surface. These assumptions are supported by an extensive body of
experimental evidence suggesting that the measured frequencies of oscillation match

quite consistently the harmonic modes of the chamber projected by plane wave acoustical

theory.

- 13 -

Culick's well known analysis involves extensive algebra and an elegant use of Green's

function. 1 •2• Although we prefer to spare the reader from the attendant detail, we feel that

the results may be of considerable interest. The analysis aims at producing the linear

growth rate factor am , which is a summation of volume and surface integrals that

represent the exponential growth rate of gas oscillations. Exponential time dependence is
assumed and validated via experimental evidence:

(2.3)

With the model being linear there exists a growth rate factor for each possible mode ( m )

at an instance in time. By no means does this analysis allow one to predict motor
operation over time. In the leading order acoustic model, the unsteady energy density is

represented by twice the value of the flow's potential energy. This term represents the
sum of kinetic and potential energies· which drive the wave motion. When oscillations

are perpendicular to the burning surface this formulation has merit. But, when parallel

oscillations are introduced the potential energy form has limitations in its inability to
retain rotational flow terms at leading order.

One highly discussed and often

misunderstood term in the classic formulation is the Culickjlow-turning correction. This

term has been shown to be necessary in 1-D models, specifically, to capture the energy of
the radially incoming flow. It has then slipped into 2-D and 3-D models where it was

thought to be equally essential. Upon further scrutiny, it has been suggested by other

investigators that the flow-turning energy loss does not need to be appended as an add-on

patch in two or three-dimensional representations. This 1-D correction simply vanishes.

• It may be helpful to note that solutions of the nonlinear wave equation are assumed to be a superposition
of solutions similar to the unperturbed homogeneous wave equation in a fourier series fonn.
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A rigorous mathematical proof to that effect was presented by W. K. Van Moorhem.26•27

Using the actual energy equation, Flandro has recently demonstrated that flow-turning

was cancelled by another term connected with unsteady vorticity; this term escaped
Culick's original framework.28-30 In this study, we confirm Flandro's observation with 3-

D and 2-D integral representations of the acoustic growth rate factors in a full length

motor.

2.2. Flandro's Contributions

The incorporation of rotational flow effects has been a long debated topic brought into

fruition by Flandro in his two 1995 papers. 1 9•20 Separate work by Majdalani and Van

Moorhem 3 1 -33 has also confirmed and substantiated its importance. Its inclusion as part

of the stability equation was questioned in view of the added complexity it would bring to

the problem, specifically, its reliance on rotational flow properties that are difficult to

capture using existing predictions. However, Flandro and co-workers have argued that
the added complexity was justifiable due to the poor performance of the SSP code in

predicting test results. Flandro and others held that a purely acoustical representation of

the unsteady flowfield could not fully account for all energy losses and gains in the

motor. Therefore, in order to satisfy the no slip condition, unsteady vorticity terms had to

be naturally incorporated into Culick's fundamental formulation. 8• 1 5- 1 7 This gave rise to

another term of the same size and opposite in sign to flow-turning. The latter term was

originally dubbed Rotational Flow Correction in the 1995 studies but has come to be

known as Boundary Layer Pumping given its renewed physical interpretation. In the
interest of clarity concerning the origin of this term, an analogy with steady boundary

layers will be given next.

- 15 -

According to conventional viscous flow theory a boundary layer is developed along a
surface whenever the no-slip condition is satisfied. Taking the Eulering point of view, an
observer traveling along the boundary layer would experience an induced velocity normal
to the surface (see Fig. 5).
The induced radial velocity is an effect of the growing boundary layer as it displaces
the fluid directly above it. 28 An unsteady analog also applies to the oscillation flowfield
in which radial pumping-like motion occurs in a direction that is normal to the surface.
Accordingly, the Boundary Layer Pumping term accounts for the energy introduced into
the system by unsteady fluctuations.

It is important to note that flow-turning is a

damping agent and Boundary Layer Pumping is a driving term. When evaluated over a

a) Boundary layer effect on external flow equivalent to a
source distribution on the surface.

V = U d£>
�

� dz

b) Induced velocity normal to surface due to the displacement
effect.
Figure 5 : The boundary layer displacement effect. 28
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full length motor grain with longitudinal oscillations, the sum of the two is zero. The

newly established terms are validated by their appearance in recent studies using a

different type of energy balance. Using a classic method to account for the acoustic

energy inside of an oscillating chamber, Flandro and Majdalani 1 8 have redefined the

stability formulation including rotational and viscous terms. Motivation for the entirely

new procedure to model the acoustic energy equation stems from the need to account for

kinetic energy associated with the unsteady rotational field. The approach involves the
use of the classic definition for energy density proposed by Kirchoff. 34 The analysis

begins with the same first order perturbed governing equations given by Culick, 8• 1 5- 1 7
save some minor changes for the incorporation of vorticity and viscosity. As a result, a
plethora of new growth rate integrals are brought to light and these have been shown to

add deeper physical understanding along with predictive capabilities.
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3. Multidimensional Energy Balance
By incorporating unsteady rotational terms into the standard energy equation, a higher
order model of the progression of internal energy in rocket motors has been recently
proposed by Flandro and Majdalani. 1 8•35 This energy assessment involves both rotational
and irrotational contributions to pressure (p) and velocity (u). The new formulation
comprises a total of ten volumetric integrals representing several acoustico-vortical
mechanisms affecting stability.

These integrals are classified and characterized

according to their physical significance;36•

37

in summary, they may be expanded in a

series of the form
N

am = a1 + a2 + a3 + · · · = L a;
i=l

(3. 1)

In this chapter the conversion of all stability corrections from volumetric to surface
integral form is carried out carefully and systematically. This process involves the
acquisition of several applicable vector theorems and their application to the ten stability
factors.
3.1. Basic Formulation

In conformance with the classic approach delineated by Culick,7·8• 1 5- 1 7 the formulation
proposed by Flandro and Majdalani 1 8 begins with the linearized continuity and
momentum equations.

The superscript ( 1) refers to the first order terms in the

perturbation expansion, with the parameter ( & ) being proportional to the amplitude of the
unsteady pressure fluctuations. As such one can put
- 18 -

ap<1> + V - u(•> = - MbU - Vp<1>
--

(3 .2)

ar

(3 . 3 )

In order to account for the entire kinetic energy fluctuations the unsteady rotational

velocity is retained at this step of the process. During the ensuing derivation of the linear

combustion instability model, 13,35-3 7 reference is made to the classic velocity profile for

an internal burning tube given, by Culick. 7 This profile corresponds to the idealized

circular port motor (see coordinate system in Fig. 6). The circular port motor will be the
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Figure 6: Motor geometry/coordinate system. 18
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benchmark for evaluation and comparison of resulting surface integrals to volume form.
Starting with Culick's mean velocity profile, one has

U= - ,- 1 sin(x)e, + 1Z'z cos(x)e=

(3.4)

where x = ½ ,rr 2 • All of the flow variables are represented by rotational and irrotational
components via the Helmholtz splitting theorem such that

,.
p (I) = p" + p;
p( 1 ) = p;
u(1) = u" + u-

(3 .5)

with the tilde (-) and caret (") signifying the rotational and irrotational parts respectively.

The flow variables are derived from the continuity (Eq. (3 .2)) and momentum (Eq. (3 .3))

equations; they are 1 8•

35

j}I) = e-ild cos(kmz) + O(Mb )

(3 .6)
(3 .7)

(3 . 8)

with km being the dimensionless wave number defined as
km = mtr RI L = m1Z' I I

(3 .9)

(3 . 1 0)

The above solutions for the rotational velocity and pressure involve complex exponential

functions that have been determined in prior work 1 8•

35 3

•

7

os(x)
1
(J(r) = J_2 [ I - -.-- - x � 2 + I (x) - J (l2 1Z')]

tr

sm(x)

sm (x)
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(3. 1 1 )
(3. 12)

Note that

<; and S

number where

_
/( X) X

I

3

5

7

31

7

+ ii X + 1 800 X + 1 05840 X + . . .

(3 . 1 3)

are dimensionless parameters representing viscosity and the Strouhal
(3 . 1 4)

Following an approach similar to that described by Kirchoff34 and used extensively by
Cantrell and Hart,38 an equation is written for the acoustic energy residing in the gas.

Noting that /1> = / 1> , the continuity equation may be multiplied by the acoustic
pressure such that

(1)

[

p1 '1 � + v - ul '1 = -Mp - vp< •>
,
]

Then, multiplying the momentum equation by u( I) gives

(3 . 1 5 )

At this juncture, adding Eqs. (3 . 15) and (3. 1 6) yields
+u<1 )

< 1 ) ] -u< 1 )

• v[ U · u

+6 2 u(i)

·[ u

<1)

x ( V x U) + U x C1J(1) ]}

· {1 V [V · u i) ]- V x CIJ
(

( I) }

(3. 1 7)

with a,( 1) = V x u<1) • Note that the left-hand-side represents the rate of change of the
potential and kinetic energies carried by the waves.
- 21 -

3.2. Energy Assessment

In defining the energy associated with the oscillatory flowfield the approach put forth

by Kirchoff4 is utilized, namely, by defining the oscillatory energy density as

(3. 1 8)
Time averaging of the energy density is done because the energy transfer occurs on a
much slower (longer) time scale than that of the frequency of oscillation. Time averaging
is denoted by angle brackets and is defined in Appendix A.3. The energy density is also
spatially averaged in order to account for energy residing in the entire chamber; at the
outset, one can put
E=

JJf(e) d V = ½ JJJ(i? + u •> .
(

V

V

u(

t)

) dv

(3. 1 9)

The evolution of the system energy was calculated by Flandro and Majdalani. 1 8•36 The
energy density is defined by the left-hand-side of Eq. (3 . 1 7); time averaging and spatial
averaging must be applied to the right-hand-side as well; one gets

: = JJf(-[Pv - U + u( 1> · V (P + P)] - Mb {t u · vp2 + u(1 > · v [ u
V

·u ]
( 1>

- u<1> { u<1 > x (V x U ) + U x ( V x ii)]} + o2 u<1 > {t V (V · U) - V x (V x ii)])dv (3.20)
By retaining both rotational and irrotational terms, one can insert Eq. (3.5) into the
acoustic energy balance equation (3.20) to obtain
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-V · (pu) -½Mb (u - Vfl) - Mb [ u - V (U · u)]

�2 - t"7 ( t"7 " )
U · v v · U - U · t"7
v p - U- · o-U- • t"7
v p" + 34 u
vp
A

""'

dV

[u · V (U · u) + u · V(U · u) + u - V (U · u)
]
b -U · ( U X Ct)) - U · ( U X J2)

-M

-t52 [ u-( v x w )+ u- ( v x w )]
(3 .2 1 )

Terms such as V x = 0 and V · u = 0 have been left out where appropriate. The linear

u

stability integrals to be converted in Chapter 4 will often refer to Eq. (3 .2 1 ).

3.3. Definition of Flow Variable

The growth or decay of energy residing inside of the motor chamber can be estimated

via the energy density. The terms on the left-hand-side of Eq. (3 .2 1 ) are responsible for

controlling the rate of change of the system' s energy. In reaching this goal one must
define all flow and stability variables. Following the aforementioned approach, the
complex wave number can be written as

(3 .22)

Because the quantity (mm + iam ) is of the order of the mean flow Mach number, it is not

retained in the analysis. Also, in this study, the modes will be restricted to those of
longitudinal nature, making m a single integer. In a multidimensional case m would
- 23 -

comprise three integers to fully represent three-dimensional motion. At this stage the real

parts of Eqs. (3.6)--(3.9) are defined as

(3.23)

(3 .24)

(3 .25)

where

(3.26)

(3 .27)

u: = sin ( x) exp ( (J) sin ( f//) sin [sin ( x) km z] e=

(3 .28)

ii� = - sin ( x) exp((J) cos (f//) sin [ sin ( x ) kmz] e=

(3.29)

ft: = =f M z sin( f//) sin(2x) exp{(J) sin [k z sin( x)]

(3.30)

m

b

p� = ½ trMb z cos(f/1 ) sin(2x) exp((J) sin [ km z sin(x)]

and, the relation between the mode shapes of the acoustic velocity and pressure is

(3.3 1 )
(3.32)

The above values are instituted in the energy density formulation in order to obtain the

energy normalization equation. Substitution into Eq. (3 . 1 8) and time averaging convert
Eq. (A24) into

irrotational
rotational
(e) = t exp (2amt) [ p;, + um · um + 2 um · ii� + u: u� + u� ii� l

·

Subsequently, one puts
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·

(3.33)

(3.34)

where am is defined as the linear sum of terms described in Eq. (3 . 1 ); the energy

normalization function E; is given by

(3.35)

For a solid rocket motor with a cylindrical grain experiencing purely longitudinal

fluctuations, the volume integral reduces to
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(3.36)

4. Volume to Surface Conversion of Rocket Stability
Integrals
4.1. First Factor: Extended Pressure Coupling

The first correction factor combines the first three irrotational integrals representing
pressure coupling and nozzle damping due to the acoustic energy carried out by the mean
flow. The corresponding energy growth rate is expressible by

The first quantity between brackets is amenable to surface extraction using Gauss's
theorem, specifically
ffJv - D d V = fJD - n dS
s

(4. 2 )

Subsequently, it is possible to transform the triple integral into a simpler double integral.
At the outset Eq. (4. 1 ) becomes

(4. 3 )
II

The next step is for vector projections to be carefully implemented along different
sections where pressure coupling is manifested. 1 8•

35

These sections include the control

surfaces delineating the idealized rocket motor chamber. Along burning surfaces, one
must have
- 26 -

A(r) p
" , n · U = -I
n · u" = -Mb �

(4.4)

r
n · u" = -Mb As< > P" , n · U = 0

(4.5)

r
n · U" = Mb AN< > p" , n · U = UN

(4.6)

Similarly, along the inert surface, one has
and so, along the nozzle entrance plane

where UN is the mean axial velocity crossing the nozzle entrance plane at z = I .

Assuming that Af> is small compared to other terms, Eqs. (4.4)--(4.6) may be

substituted back into Eq. (4.3). The first integral becomes

Grouping and rearranging, Eq. (4. 7) simplifies into the general surface integral
where ji is defined from36

(4.8)
(4.9)

(4. 1 0)

At this juncture the value of j,2 is inserted and time averaging is carried out; this leads to

I = ½ Mb E;2 JJ{ cos2 (km z) [ �r > + ½]} d s - Jf{ cos 2 (km z) [ At > + ½ UN ]} d s ) (4. 1 1 )

(

SN

Sh

where km represents the dimensionless wave number which, for closed-end boundaries,

is given by39
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km = m1tR I L = m1t I /

(4. 12)

=

As usual, m is the mode shape number and / L I R is the aspect ratio for the motor.
In much the same way, the second integral of Eq. (4.3) can be converted. Starting
with
(4. 13)
one may take advantage of the well known vector identity A · Vf = V · (JA ) - JV · A (see
Eq. (A6)) to expand the integrand into
U · [V(U . u)] = V - [ (U . u)u ] - (U . u)V . u

(4. 14)

Equation (4. 13) can now be represented as
ME2
II = - b "'-

fff(nv · [ (U · u)u
" " ] - (U · u)V
" · u" ) d V

exp(2amt) v

(4. 15)

By using the divergence theorem, the first term of the volumetric integral is converted
into surface form via.

Jff(V · [ (U · u)u ] } dV = Jf(n · [ (U · u)u ])dS
V

S

as shown in Eqs. (4.4)-(4 .6), the normal projections of
surface integral of

u

(4. 16)

are O (Mb ) , making the

o{M;) . Equation (4. 15) becomes
(4. 1 7)

At this point time averaging can be applied to obtain
II = ½ Mb E;

2

Jff(U · u

m )V ·
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um d V

(4. 1 8)

where
(4. 1 9)
(4.20)
Subsequently the integrand becomes

l

(4.2 1 )

The vector identity in Eq . (A6) may now be invoked alongside

v . ( Upm ) = u . VPm + Pm V . u

V-U=0
V - (Upm ) = U · Vpm

(4.22)

to transform Eq. (4.2 1 ) into
(4.23)
Equation ( 4.23) may, in turn, be substituted into Eq. (4. 1 8 ) to render

Il = -¼Mb E;2 Jff(V · Up! ) dV

(4.24)

The form obtained is now suitable for transformation by way of the divergence theorem;
the result is
II = -¼ Mb E;2

Jf( n · Up: ) dS

(4.25)

For the case of a cylindrical motor
(4.26)
and
(4.2 7)
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so that
The time average of Eq. (4.2 8 ) yields

(4.29)

At this point, one recalls that

(4.30)

and

(4.3 1 )

Clearly the first two terms cancel because the divergence of the mean flow is equal to

zero and Pm

"#

Pm (r) ; specifically

(4.32)

hence
so that

II = - ½ E�2 Mb

Jffv - ( u ft; / 2) dv

(4.34)

Using Gauss's theorem, the volumetric integral can be transformed into a surface integral

( JJ½

II = -½ Mb E;2 ff ½ n · ujJ;) d S = ½ M6 E;2
ft; d s - ff½ uN ft; d s J
s
�
�

(

Combining Eqs. (4.35) and (4. 8 ), Eq. (4. 1 ) becomes
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(4.35)

+ ½ Mb E�

2

(

2
r
JJ{ cos (km z) [ � > +½]} d S

Sb

+ JJ{ cos2 (km z) [- A�;> - ½ UN ]} d S) (4.36)
SN

Collecting similar integrals, one obtains, at length

at = ½ Mb E�2 Jfcos2 (km z) [ Af > + t] d S - ½ Mb E�2 Jfcos 2 (km z) [ A� > + uN ] d S (4.31)
�

In more general form, this can be expressed as

�

at = ½ M,,E�2 IfJ,;, [Af > + t] d S - ½ M,, E�2 JfJ,;, [Af > + uN ] ds
Sb

SN

(4.38)

4.2. Second Factor: Dilatational Energy Correction

The dilatational energy term is the fourth of the irrotational terms. It has been proven

in previous studies that this term is O(Ml) so it may be ignored in the current analysis.

For further confirmation

one may apply time averaging to get

2
a2 = j E�

(4.39)

Jffo u
2

m

· V { V · u )d V
m

Subsequently, one may employ V . um = km Pm and Vj,m = -km um to write

t Jff0
2

a2 = E�

V

2

(4.40)

(-Vj,m I km ) · V (km Pm )dV = -f 82 E;;,2 fJf(vj,m Vj,m ) d V (4.4 1 )

Additionally, one may use the vector identity
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V

·

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
2 .. 2
V · ( Pm Vpm ) = vPm · vPm + Pm v2 Pm = vPm · vPm - kmPm

to solve for

(4.43)

"'
n ( "' n "' ) k 2 "' 2
P · Vpm = v · Pm vPm + mPm

n "'

V m

This transforms Eq. (4.4 1 ) into
a2

= - i 82 E;2 JJJ[ v - ( pm VPm ) + k;p; ] d v
V

One may use

(4.42)

Jffp; dV = 1tl2 . At the outset, Eq. (4.44) becomes

(4.44)

V

The divergence theorem can now be applied to produce

- - l � 2 E-2 JJ · ( "' n "' ) dS - i � 2 k 2 - 1 � 2 k E-2 JJ · ( "' "' ) dS - l � 2 E-2 k 2
n Pm m
3u
3o
m m
a2 - 3 u m n Pm vPm
m - 3 u
m m
s
s
U

Finally, evaluating the normal projection returns

(4.45)
(4.46)
(4.47)

4.3. Third Factor: Acoustic Mean Flow Correction

It has been shown by Flandro and Majdalani 1 8•36 that the acoustic mean flow

correction vanishes for the full-length circular-port motor whose internal flowfield can be
adequately approximated by Culick's profile. Starting with

One may use Culick's profile to express the mean flow vorticity, fl , as
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(4.48)

(4.49)

thus giving

(4.50 )

and, hence

(4.51)

One can see from Eq. (4.48 ) that a3 vanishes for Culick's profile. It can be easily shown
that this result is generally true and will vanish for any flow profile because
always perpendicular to

u, 'r;/n .

uxn

is

4.4. Fourth Factor: Flow Turning Correction

The fourth factor is a function of unsteady vorticity. Nonetheless, this term has often

been dubbed the flow-turning correction in the standard stability formulation. Starting
with

(4.52 )

a4 = E;2 e-ia,,,1 fJf(Mb u · (U x w))dV

The integrand may be expanded by recognizing that the vorticity is a function of the

unsteady rotational velocity, w = V x ii . Thus
where

(4.53 )

u-(U X (I)) = u- [ u x (V x u)]

-(

vxu=

t"'7

1

r 80

(

(

1 auo au, )
aur au= )
e, + - - - e0 +- - - - e_
az
az ar
r ar 80 -

au= au(J )

----

A
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A

A

(4.54)

The first and third terms on the left-hand-side of Eq. (4 .54) vanish due to the unsteady
rotational velocity being independent of 0 (i.e. axisymmetric) and comprising no
0 - component; this leaves
(4.55)
Recalling from Flandro �d Majdalani 1 8 that
t"7

our /oz = o ( M; ) , Eq. (4.5 5) becomes

au. ..

_

(4.56)

v X U = -- e8

or

Consequently, Eq. (4.53) collapses into
(4.57)
which can be further expanded as

..

U•

(u

X (1)

) = U.. ·

[(u= au_; ) er.. + ( -u au_; ) e..= ]
O

r

8

(4.58)

Taking advantage of the fact that the acoustic velocity does not possess radial or
tangential components, Eq. (4.58) simplifies to

"

U•

(u

X (1)

au.

) = - U_
" ur --

or

(4.59)

At this juncture it would be advantageous to insert the values of u= , Ur and u= ; one gets

u · (U

X

(1)) = sin ( km z )e2a,,,t sin ( kmt) r- 1 sin ( X) [au: cos ( kmt) + OU� sin ( kmt)] (4.60)
or
or

In order to simplify Eq. (4.60), the time averaging must be performed. At the outset, one
reaps
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( U - (U X (tl)) = ½ r- 1 sin(k,.z) sin(x)e 2a-' au�

a,

making a4

(4.6 1)

(4.62)

Recalling from Flandro and Majdalani36 that km sin ( km z) = - Vj\, for a full-length

circular-port motor, Eq. (4.62) becomes

The integrand can hence be represented by

(4.63)

_ •
ou� Vpm � a,a ( Ur u-;m . r1VP" m )
r 1 sm ( X) a, r1"

-

(4.64)

This approximation is valid due to the unsteady vorticity being O(M-; 1 ) ,40 hence

dominating over adjacent terms. The radial part of the above integral has been shown to

be entirely determined by the upper limit at r = 1 . The volumetric integral, noting that
Ur (1) = - 1, can now be replaced by a surface integral of the form

or, equivalently, using um

=

-Vpm I km

The non-time averaged form of Eq. (4.66) can be easily seen to be
a4 = exp (-2amt) Mb E;2 JJ( ii ·U) dS
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sh

(4.65)
(4.66)
(4.67)

Note that this integral is only defined over the burning surface: it is not to be evaluated
over inert sections or the nozzle entrance region.
4.5. Fifth Factor : Rotational Flow Correction

The rotational flow correction is the first of the new terms introduced by Flandro and
Majdalani. 1 8

This correction factor arises when retaining the important unsteady

rotational terms. From Eq. (3 .2 1 ), the first of the rotational integrals gives
-1
JJJ( U- · nvp" ) d V
as = ----E;, exp(2amt) v

(4.68)

where, by use of vector identities

{V · ( up) = u · Vp+ pV - u

V · u = O; V · (up) = u · Vp

(4.69)

transforms into

-1
JJJ(nv · ( u-p" ) ) dv
as = ----E;, exp(2amt ) v

(4.70)

as can be readily converted to surface form by direct application of the divergence
theorem; one gets
(4. 7 1 )
Time averaging can be subsequently applied to produce
(4.72)
which, given that at the burning surface
(4.73)
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Equation (4.72 ) collapses into

a5 = ½ E;2 JfMb p; dS

(4.74)

s,,

4.6. Sixth Factor: Mean Vortical Correction

The next rotational term of Eq. (3 .2 1 ) can be written as
(4. 75 )
This can be further simplified using m = V x u , namely
(4.76)
Upon expansion, one finds
(4.77)
The first and third terms on the left-hand- side of Eq. (4.77) vanish due to the fact that the
unsteady rotational velocity does not have a 0 - component, nor is it a function of 0 ; this
leaves us with
(4.78)
so that

au= " u aur au= "
aur - -) -- - u- ( U X ( '("'7
V XU
) er + r ( - - - ) e_

(4.79)

aur - a
au=
au= +U- u - [ u X (t7v X U-)J -- - U-r u_ ( )
) _ r ( ur - -

(4.80)

-

and

U•

az

-

ar

az
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az

ar

-

ar

az

-

ar

Recalling that

our foz = o ( M; ) , Eq. (4.79) becomes
au_ _ au_
_ [u X (0
vXU
_)] = U_ru- -- - u_
u -- r or
- or

(4.8 1 )

U·

The first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.8 1) can be shown to be negligible:
considering that ur = 0( Mb ) this term can be combined with the Mb on the outside of
the volumetric integral to make it

o ( M; } . Consequently, Eq. (4. 8 1 ) becomes

u - [u x (V x ii)] = - UP, a;;

(4.82)

Next, we shift our attention to the term
(4.83)
This can be expanded as

then manipulated using the divergence theorem

.l au -2
au=
_ aur l a u= -2
- au= .l au= - 2
_ + 2 -r u_ + Ur u- - + 2 - ur +U _ur - + 2 -- u_ + U_u_

ar -

- or

-

az

az

oz -

- - az

(4.85)

Recalling that V · U = 0 , it is straightforward to show that six terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. (4.85) will readily cancel. Equation (4.83) becom�s
o
- . U-) -_ U
V . U (l U
2

Then owing to

- our + U _r oiir +U_ ..._ au= + Ur _- au=
- - oz
Or
- or
-_ oz

r Ur

U

our foz = o ( M; ) , Eq. (4.86) reduces to
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U

U

(4.86)

au u _ au=
_au, + u_u__ v • u (-2, u- · u-) = u,u,
= + ,u_ -

ar

- - oz

(4.87)

- ar

The first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.87) is also small because

u ,= 0( Mb ) ; one

is left with
v·

'{"7

au= u _ au=
u ( -21 U_ · U_) = u= U_= + U= az

r

a,

(4.88)

The integral of the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.88) yields

[a-,
u cos
m

az

where

au;

( kmt ) + � sin ( kmt )

az

u: and u� are defined by Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29).

])d V

(4. 89)

Upon time averaging, Eq. (4.89)

becomes

JIJIUii: aazu= )d V = I = ffJ2n cos(x)e
V \

2a.,t

V

Substituting the expressions for

au:
� au �
[ u: az + u 8z ] d V

(4.90)

u: and u� renders

I = 2k,,,ne 2a,., JJJz cos(x)sin 3 (x) e i; sin [sin (x) km z]
V

x { sin 2 ( lf/ ) cos[sin ( x) km z] + cos 2 ( lf/ ) cos[ sin ( x) km z ]}d V

(4.9 1)

Using the well known trigonometric identity cos2 (Vf ) + sin 2 (lf/) = 1 , Eq. (4.9 1) simplifies
to

Jf

I = 2kmne 2a.,t Jz cos(x) sin 3 ( x )e i; sin [ sin ( x) km z ] cos [ sin ( x) km z] d V
V

hence
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(4.92)

I = 2kmtre 20"'

1

1 1,r 1 z cos(x) sin (x) e
3

i;

sin [ sin (x) km z] cos [ sin (x) km z ] rdrd0dz (4.93)

It can be shown that this part is negligible, being of

o( M;) . Equation ( 4.88) collapses

into
-o
v · u ( -2' U- · U- ) = - u

r

- au_

U -

= 8r

(4.94)

Equation (4.82) can be replaced with Eq. (4.94); from the divergence theorem, one
gathers
(4.95)
This formulation can be further simplified by expanding the rotational unsteady velocity
into a normal (i.e., radial in a cylindrical motor) and a tangential component. Using

u = (n · ii) n + [ ii - (n · u)n]

(4.96)

one recognizes that the tangential rotational component will satisfy the no-slip condition
by identically offsetting the irrotational velocity at the surface; hence

u - (n · u) n = -[ u - (n · u) n]

(4.97)

ii = -Mb pn - [ u - (n · u) n] = (-Mb p+ n · u) n - u

(4.98)

u_ - u- = ( MbP,.. )2 - ( n · u" )2 + u" · u,..

(4.99)

This turns Eq. (4.96) into

and so

One can substitute Eq. (4.99) into Eq. (4.95) and carry out the time averaging; this
operation yields
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a6 =

tE,;;2 fJMb ( Mt {1 -[A!'>J2 } j;

2

+ Um . ,;m

�

)dS = tE,;;2 fJMb ( ,i

m

�

- Um ) dS + O( M: )

(4. 1 00)
then using um = -Vf>m I km , Eq. (4. 1 00) becomes
a6 = ¼ k;2 E;2

JfM (Vj,

m)

b

2

dS

(4. 1 0 1 )

Sb

4. 7. Seventh Factor: Viscous Correction

The next two rotational groups in Eq. (3.2 1 ) involve viscous damping expressions. In
the classical stability calculations, viscous effects are discounted. A correction to the
dilatational effect is represented in the seventh rotational term. By the same method used
before, this term can be transformed into a surface integral via

t JJJ( 82 u - V(V - u)) dv = -t 8 ff( n - ua;,(l> 1 a1) ds
2

V

(4. 1 02)

S

Clearly, Eq. (4. 1 02) must be negligible insofar as it scales with the product of 82 and the
radial unsteady velocity at the boundaries. The eighth term with viscous damping is not
so negligible; it leads to
(4. 1 03)
Having u< 1) = u + u , one can put
(4. 1 04)
Equation (4 . 1 04) can be further simplified by the use of
V - (A x B) = B · (V x A) - A · (V x B)
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(4. 1 05)

The corresponding integrand becomes
Recalling that

u< 1 > · (V x ro)

="v ·[ ro x u >] + ro · [V x u ]
<1>

<1

(4. 106)
(4. 1 07)

Equation (4. 1 06) reduces to

(4. 1 08)

a7 then becomes

(4. 1 09)

This volumetric integral can be separated and partially converted to a surface integral

using the divergence theorem. The first term in Eq. (4. 109) yields

JfJ(v{ ro x u

0>

V

)
]) d V = Jf(n { ro x u< ) ]) dS
S

(4. 1 1 0)

At the surface, the component of u< 1> is parallel to n due to the no-slip boundary
condition.

Now that the first surface integral has been shown to cancel, one is left with

and so

V

Note that the integrand is a scalar.

V

(4. 1 1 1 )
(4. 1 1 2)

The corresponding physical problem displays

conventional boundary layer behavior: boundary layer ideas locally apply. To reduce this
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to surface integral form, one can use the Von Karman-Polhausen method and evaluate the

part of the integral normal to the surface. Along the surface
(1)

and
where

= V X U(1) = me{J = e8

[au,

au.

au.

OZ - O; ] = - e8 O;

(4. 113)
(4. 1 14)

k
iiJ = r ,,, exp ( a,,,t) exp [ ilp ( r )] sin [ kmz sin ( x)] ; x = ½ .1rr 2
Mb

The real component of w may be represented by

(4. 1 15)

(4. 116)

Therefore, at the surface,

x [cos ( f/1) cos ( kmt) + sin ( f/1) sin { kmt)J

2

(4. 1 17)

In order to further simplify Eq. (4. 1 17), it is appropriate to apply time averaging; from
one can put

( w · w) =

ftr/k,,,
1
kmea,; .I:,
w · we-a,,,t dt
2,r
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(4. 1 18)

(4. 1 1 9)
As shown by Flandro and Majdalani 1 8•36 the unsteady velocity exhibits the form
(4. 1 20)
>

Since /i (1) � 1 , the preceding equation simplifies to
(4. 1 2 1 )
Reverting off Euler' s notation, Eq. (4. 1 2 1 ) may be expanded into
( 4. 1 22)
By distributing the ' i ' one obtains
(4. 1 23)
The real component of ii= may hence be represented by
(4. 1 24)
so that

-2 sin ( f// )cos ( f// ) sin { kmt )cos ( kmt) + cos 2 { f// ) sin2 { kmt)]
When time averaging is performed on

(4. 1 25)

u: , one gets
(4. 1 26)
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Note the correlation between m · m and

u_
(4. 1 27)

Therefore a7 becomes

a7 = - 14 82 Em-2 ( km / Mb )2

fIJoua ! d V
V

r

(4. 1 28)

For the circular-port motor, one has
(4. 1 29)
This expression reduces to

a7 = - 7 8 2 E;2 ( km I Mb )

2

Jfu!l,_ dS
s

1

(4. 1 30)

which corresponds to the non-time averaged form
(4. 1 3 1 )
At the surface the no-slip condition must be satisfied; this enables us to use iim = - um .
Recalling that um = sin ( km z) , one can put

a1 = - 7 8 2 E�2 ( km I Mb )2

ff[sin 2 (km z)] dS
s

(4. 1 32)

or, alternatively

a7 = - l4 t52 Em-2 M-2
b

f( 8pma )2 dS
s

(4. 1 33)

'Z

Using basic deduction, it can be proven that Eq. (4 . 1 3 3) will be true in all spatial
directions; for the general case, one has
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a1

(4. 1 34)

2
= - l4 8 2 E-m2 Mb-2 ff(V"Pm ) dS

4.8. Eighth Factor: Pseudo Acoustical Correction

The pseudo acoustical term is due to the pseudopressure coupling associated with the

vortical field and either the unsteady acoustical or rotational velocities. It has been shown
by Flandro and Majdalani3 5•36 that this term is negligible, being
these two terms can be expressed by

Traditionally, terms due to the pseudopressure

o{ M/ ) . The first of
(4. 1 35)

p

( or pseudosound) are ignored

because of their small contribution. In order to test the size of Eq. (4. 1 35), one may

follow the asymptotic approach used recently to evaluate a8 for a full-length cylindrical

motor. 36 Following the form used by Flandro and Majdalani, 1 8•36 one can write
with

p� = ½ ;rMbz cos('I') sin(2x) exp(�) sin [ km z sin( x)]

Subsequently, one can evaluate

(4. 1 36)
(4. 1 37)

(4. 1 38)
(4. 1 39)

then expand both terms
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-½ 1rM sin(I/I) sin(2x)exp(fP) { sin [ k z sin(x)] + k z sin(x) cos [ k z sin(x)]} e=

and

,,,

,,,

,,,

b

(4. 1 40)

Vp� = � (p� )er + � (p� )e= � -½ 1r(k,,, I Ur )z sin(I/I) sin(2x) exp(ip) sin [ k,,. z sin(x)] er

or

oz

+ ½ 1rMb cos(l/l) sin(2x) exp(fP){sin [ k,,, z sin(x) ] + k,,, z sin(x) cos [ km z sin(x)]} e=

(4. 1 4 1 )

{ sin [ k,,, z sin(x)] + k,,, z sin(x) cos [ k,,, z sin(x)]} [ cos(I/I) sin(k,,,t) - sin(l/l) cos(kmt)]

(4. 1 42)

Furthermore, one can set

Time-averaging later gives

(u · Vp) = { M

b

x { sin [ k,,, z sin(x) ] + km zsin(x) cos [ k,,,z sin(x)]}

and so
a8

exp(2a,,,t + (>)sin(k,,, z) sin(2x) cos(I/I)

= -E;2 JJJ¼ n-Mb exp(ip) sin(k,,,z) sin(2x) cos(I/I)
V

x {sin [ k,,, z sin(x)] + k,,, z sin(x) cos [ k,,, z sin(x)]} dV

Evaluating the volumetric integrals, one gets

+k,,,z sin(x) cos [ k,,, z sin(x )]} drdzd0 = -½1r 2Mb E;2

£ £ sin (
r
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(4. 1 44)

k,,, z )sin(2x) exp ((>)

cos ( 1/1) { sin [ k,,,z sin ( x)] +k,,, z sin ( x) cos [ k,,, z sin(x)]} drdz

Direct integration of Eq. (4. 1 45) with respect to z yields

(4. 1 43)

(4. 1 45)

(4. 1 46)

where

Q(r) = r exp(;) cos( f//) sin(2x) sec3 (x) ( cos( kml) {-2kml cos( x) cos [ km[ sin( x)] sin(x)

+ [cos(2x) -3] sin 2 (x) sin [ km[ sin(x) ] - 2 cos [ kml sin(x) ] tan(x)})

Linearizing and integrating with respect to r , one obtains

(4. 1 47)

or
(4. 1 49)

Using Eqs. (9) and (29) from Flandro and Majdalani,1 8•36 a8 can be rearranged into

(4. 150)

In most rocket motor applications exhibiting a relatively small � , a8 may be given by
2
2
as = 2 Mtl2 [ 1 - 3� 2 M;l 2 ] << 0(1 )
5m
(m1r )

(4. 1 5 1 )

Despite the applicability of Eq. (4. 1 5 1 ) to full length circular-port motors only, its small

order of magnitude suggests that pseudo acoustical corrections constitute insignificant

contributions almost independently of the motor shape. This conclusion has been
corroborated by numerical simulations.
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4.9. Ninth Factor: Pseudo-Rotational Correction

As alluded to earlier, the last term in Eq. (3.2 1) is due to the less obvious coupling that
is formed between vorticity-induced pseudopressure and the unsteady rotational velocity.
The significance of this term can be captured by examining
(4. 1 52)
By use of vector identities (see Eq. (A6)), one has
{

V · ( up) = ii · Vp + pV · ii

V · ii = O; V · (up) = ii · Vp

(4. 153)

a9 becomes
(4. 1 54)
Immediate application of the divergence theorem yields
(4. 1 55)
Furthermore, time averaging changes Eq. (4. 155) into
_

J'ff

.1 -2
-(r) - (r) -(i) -(i)
£m JL um Pm + um Pm ] dS

a9 - - 2

(4 . 156)

SN

Unlike a8 , this term can be expanded for two simple geometric shapes and shown to be
large.
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4.10. Tenth Factor: Unsteady Nozzle Correction

It was shown previously that retention of unsteady rotational energy gives rise to a

term at the downstream chamber boundary.36 This growth rate combines the third and
fourth rotational terms in Eq. (3.2 1) such that

(4. 157)

To convert Eq. (4. 157) to a double integral, we first let u< 1> = u + u ; the integrand in Eq.

(4. 157) yields

u< 1) {V {U · u)] = V { u( 1) (U · u) ] - (U · u ) V · u< t)

(4. 158)

Jff(v-[ ,i> (U - u)])dv = JH(v -[ u(u - u)] + v-[ U(u - u)])dv

(4. 159)

The first term on the right-hand-side can be written as
V

V

These integrals are easily converted to surface form via the divergence theorem. For

example, on can put

Jff(v { u (u - u) ] + v - [ u( U · u)])dv = ff(n -[ u(U · u)] + n -[ u(U · u)])dS
s

As shown in Eqs. (4.4}-(4.6), the normal projections of

(4. 160)

u are (Mb ) ; the second surface

integral on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4. 160) is (M;) ; it can be dropped for asymptotic
consistency. This turns Eq. (4. 160) into

fff(v { u(U · u)])dv = ff(n -[ u(U · u )]) as
s

(4. 161)

In like fashion, the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4. 158) can be written as

- (U · u) V · u = - ( U · ii ) V · u - ( U · u ) V · u
(t)
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(4. 162)

Since, V · u = 0 , Eq. (4.162) simplifies to
At the outset, a1 0 becomes

( u . u ) v . u<1> = ( u . u) v . u

Evaluating the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.164) gives

JJJ((U · u) V · u)d V = JJJ(nz cos ( x )sin ( x) e; sin (f/1 )sin [sin ( x ) km z]
V

(4. 163)
(4. 164)

V

(4. 165)

The radial integral yields a value of O(Mb ) ; although Eq. (4.165) corresponds to the case

of a full-length circular-port motor, it can be shown that this component is small for
several geometric shapes. For the general case of an arbitrary motor, one is left with
a1 0 =

ff( n · [ u-(u -)J)dS

(4. 166)

2
2
JJ{[-(r)J
[
-(i)]
+
um }u= dS
um

(4.167)

E;, exp(2amt) s
-Mb

Finally, time averaging of Eq. (4.166) reduces it to
2
- t
al O - - 2 Mb Em

SN

·U

4.11. Conversion Summary

A summary of the transformed integrals is furnished in Table 1 where the original and

newly converted forms are posted. The surface converted integrals are given in a general
form, before time averaging, and also in a form that is most suitable for direct

implementation in the SSP code.
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Of the ten integrals posted in Table 1, it should be noted that only seven are important.
These include i) pressure coupling a1 , ii) flow-turning a4 , iii) rotational flow correction

a5 , iv) mean vortical correction a6 , v) viscous damping a7 , vi) pseudo rotational
correction a9 , and vii) unsteady nozzle correction a1 0 • Two additional corrections not
covered here are due to particle damping and distributed combustion.
covered quite thoroughly by Culick

4

1

4

1

These are

and others. 42-44 As for the velocity coupling

correction that has often been cited in the literature, 1

5 45 5

,

•

2

it is accounted for

systematically in the current (rotational) formulation. This will be explained in Chapter
6.
Having obtained the surface integral forms of the most significant growth rate
corrections, the newly simplified expressions can be readily appended to the SSP code.
In fact, work in this direction is currently underway. 53 The newly developed SSP stands
to provide numerous advantages to rocket motor designers. Within the code itself, the
implementation of surface calculations will bring about many advantages. These include
promoting better predictive capabilities and eliminating the need to estimate the
acoustical and rotational wave components inside the motor chamber; instead, only local
properties are needed along the chamber's control surface.
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Table 1: Rotational integrals in both volumetric and surface integral forms.
Volumetric fonn

£2

£2 = I
,,, 2

"'

a1

a2

a3
a4
as
a6
a1
aR

a9
aw

IIJrc p
A

,,,

f ) Jff( -v - [ p,l + ½ M. U( ,;)' ]
exp 2a,,,t v
-Mb [U · V(U . u)])ct v

E;
HJ(ts2 u - V(V · u)) ctv
exp(2a,.,t) v
2

E"'
HJ( Mb { u - (u x n )} ) dV
exp ( 2a,,,t ) v

)2

Surface fonn

+ u,,, - u,,, + u,,, - u,,, +u,,, - u,,, + u,,, - u_,,,, ]d V

SSP fonn

- �2
exp ( 2a,,,t )

¥P! [ A!'' + t)ds

A

A

_,

2A

-r

-r

-;

JJ(n · [ puA A + 2I M uc)p 2 ]
b

s

-Mb [ n - u (U - u)]) dS

m

4k,,,82 £;2
n . ( pu)) dS
3 exp(2a,,,t) s

-t

8

2

;2 k; tr!

E

½ M,£;;' {

-!JP! [ At' + uN] ds}
- l3 k"'61

-J!

£'[ fJM ,1.,)P' dS
m

b b

m

Sb

M, ,t.,;l P! dS + k.

1

,rl]

2

E:2

JJf(Mbu · (U x w))d V
(
exp 2a,,,t ) v
E;,
HJ(-ii - Vj,) d V
exp(2a,,,t) v
2

E:2

ffJ( Mh ii · ( U x m)) d V
exp ( 2a,,,t ) v
"'

f-'

exp 2a,,,t)

Jff( -6' ( 1i + ii) · (V x m)} d v
1,

;
JJI(-u - Vp) d V
exp(2a,,,t) v
E

2

E;,.2 JJI(ii - Vp) d V
exp(2a,,,t) v

-E
;,2 JJI( M6 ( u + ii) · V(U · ii)) d V
exp(2a,,,t) ,..

0

0

Mb E;2
exp(a,,,t) s_

JJ(u' -u)dS

m

E;.
n· c
upA )) dS
exp(2a,,,t) s
2

-Mb E;2
JJ(n - U (t ii - u)) dS
exp(2a,,,t) s
E-,., k M• • m u- 2 � dS
2 exp(2a,,,t) s
,.,
2

8

2

2

2

f Mt/

2

/ m2

- 2
E;,
m n - up
- - )dS
exp(2a,,,t) s

-M6 E;.2
Jf{n - ( ii (U · ii)]} dS
exp(2a,,,t) s
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-1 Mb E,; fJu,,, -u,,, dS
Sb

1 Mb E,! fJp! dS
s.

l4 k-"'2 MbE-,,,2 JJ( vPA ,,, ) 2 dS
Sb

- 782 �,,,2M;2 JJ{Vj,,,, ) dS
2

Sb

f Ml/
-I -2 JJI-r
u p
T£
,.,

2

-r

,,, ,,,

SN

/ m2

;
]
+ u-,,, p,,, dS

-1

J{( u,,,
-1 )2 + ( u-r )2 ]Uz

-M6
2£,! s_,.

,,,

dS

Surface Integral Evaluation and Verification

5.

5.1. Surface Integral Evaluation

Due to the simplicity of the derived surface integrals their evaluation is
straightforward, especially for the internal burning cylinder. Starting with the final
integral expression for pressure coupling, one has
a1 = ½ Mb E;2 Jfp; [ �'> + t] d S - ½ Mb E,; Jffa; [At > + uN ] dS
2

Sb

(5 . 1 )

SN

using Eq. (3.26), the two integrals can be expressed as
a1 = ½ Mb E;

2

J J cos(k

I 2,r
0 0

m z)

2

[ �r > + 1] rd0 dzl,.,

- ½Mb E;

2

J J cos(k

I 2,r
0 0

m z)

2

[ At > + UN ] rd 0 drj==I

(5.2)

Performing the prescribed integration leads to
(5 .3 )

Similarly, from Eq. (4.4 7), the dilatational energy correction can be evaluated as

(5.4)

Further integration begets
(5 .5)
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Given that a3 = 0 , we continue to the flow-turning correction. Using the defined

flowfield variables, the recurring integral form of Eq. (4.67) becomes
a4 = ½ Mb E;

2

J J- sin ( x) exp(;)sin (k z) cos (lf) sin [sin (x) k z] rd0 dzlr=t

I 2,r

m

m

0 0

(5.6)

At first glance, the above formulation appears quite daunting. However, by noting that at

r = 1 many of the terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (5.6) reduce to unity because

sin [ x(l)] = 1 , exp [;(I)] = I , and cos [ 1// ( I)] = I ; the integrand is simplified, thus yielding

(5.7)

It has been alluded to previously that the rotational flow correction and flow-turning

terms are equal and opposite for a full length grain. This can be confirmed here; starting

with

(5 . 8)

The integral for a circular port motor becomes
as = ½ E;2 Mb

Subsequent evaluation delivers

J J cos (k

I 2,r

0 0

m z}

2

r d0 dzlr= ,

(5 .9)

(5. I 0)

The exact correspondence between the final versions of a4 and as confirms the earlier

insinuations. This does not lead to a conclusion that the two terms should be left out of

the SSP code, but more correctly, demands the inclusion of both.

Using similar arguments, the mean vortical correction simplifies to
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a6 = ¼ k;2 E;2 fJMb (Vpm ) dS
2

Sb

Applying the expression for the gradient of the pressure term gives
a6 = ¼ E; Mb
2

Evaluation of the double integral reads

J J sin (k

I 21t

0 0

mz}

2

r d0 dzl r=l

(5. 1 1 )
(5. 1 2)

(5 . 1 3)

As we move on to consider a1 , we note that during the lengthy conversion of this

viscous correction, we were forced to utilize the Von Karman-Polhausen method. This

method is applied using the assumption that, within the boundary layer, the length scales

are such that a flat plate model may be utilized. This requires that a correction factor of

two-thirds be applied when the surface integral is to be evaluated for a circular port
motor. This is done to compensate for the lack of curvature in the flat plate model. 54 At

the outset the surface form of a1 becomes

Upon substitution of the pressure, one gets
and so

2
2
2
a1 = -i 8 E; M',,

Owing to the fact that a8 is

asymptotics; one obtains

(5. 1 4)

J f sin ( k

I 2,r
0 0

mz)

2

rd0d zfr=i

(5 . 1 5)

(5 . 16)

o ( Mn, it is evaluated for a circular port motor using
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]

M 2
M 2
as = 2 iI2 [1- 3; 2 ;/ 2 << 0 (1)
5m
(m,r)

(5. 17)

Moving on to a9 and a1 0 , we start with

(5.18)

and

(5. 19)

One may substitute the circular port flowfield expressions from Eqs. (3.4}--{3.3 1) to get

and

-sin (x)sin (2x)sin (l/f ) exp (2{6)sin [sin (x) km zJ

2

a9 = - 4 trEm Mb J{
2 l dS (5.20)
2
sN -sin(x)sin (2x) cos (,p ) exp (2{6)sin [sin (x) km zJ z
1

2

_
2

z

Making use of sin (2x) = 2 cos ( x) sin ( x) and sin (,p ) + cos (l/f ) = 1 , we obtain
2

and

a9 = ½ ,rE,;,2 Mb

2

J J[sin ( x)sin (2x) exp (2j6)sin [sin (x) kmzJ z}dB drL,

I 211'

2

0 0

a1 0 = - ½ ,rE;,2 Mb

(5.22)

J J[sin (x)sin (2x) exp (2j6)sin [sin (x) km zJ z]rdodrj,, (5.23)
I 211'

2

0 0

Clearly, when evaluated for a full-length circular port motor, a9 + a10 = 0 . In previous

work 55 an integrand matching that of a9 and a1 0 has been evaluated using asymptotics

and verified numerically. The same can be applied here such that
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(5 .24)

and

(5 .25)

The newly evaluated growth rate factors are logged and compared to those stemming
from previous studies in Table 2. The individual factors display a strong correlation

between volume and surface form. The discrepancy in a2 is due to the volume form

being unable to account for the admittance function at the propellant surface. These

terms, being of

o ( M: ) ,

have no appreciable bearing on the results.

It should be

mentioned that the governing equations employed are only valid to O ( Mb ) ; evidently,

terms of o ( M; } are ignored for the sake of consistency. As shown in Table 2, thejlow
turning and boundary layer pumping are found identical to their volume forms at leading

order. Similarly, a1 and a6 show exact agreement. There is an apparent discrepancy in
aw , but this can be attributed to the two different techniques used in evaluating them.

Majdalani and coworkers55 show that the asymptotic expressions for of a9 and aw are

identical but opposite in sign. This is confirmed by the current work.
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Table 2: Asymptotic approximations of rotational stability integrals.

Rotational set in surface form

Asymptotic volume form

Asymptotic surface form

0

0

E;,

_ 132 £,,,2 k,,,2 ,r/
a3

3

-r,'

0

Mb E;.

2

exp(amt ) -"•

as

exp 2a,,,t s

a6
a1

a, o

2

h

)
) Jf( n - ( UP ) dS

2

- f Mh

)

1 M ( 1 - 1r- M; : J )

f Mh

- M6 ; ff{ n - U (tii - ii )} dS

f Mh

f Mh

. . . m -2�

-rs Mh : ( • - ½ : + o( t ) )

- TT :Mh

£

2

h

2

exp( 2a,,,t ) .�

62E-2 k 2 M -2

- 2 exp( 2a.,t) s u

l5 Mbl/ 2 / m 2

as
a9

-f M ( 1 - 1r- M;t/

fJ{ii; - u} dS

a.

2

-�

,..,

dS

2

- -)dS
m n · up

IJ(n {u ( u - u )])dS

exp(2am t) s

3 2

I m2

l MhJ / 2 I m 2

2
¾ 1r /Mh £; {[ 4(; + ..fi.) f
2

2

exp(2a.,t) s

-M,, £;

-'-5 Mh J

2 2

1

5

¾ 1r /M1t E� {[4(: + ..fi.) f
2

+ 11'

+ 11' - � }
2

-: 1r

2

1Mh

2 1
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-: 1r

2

2

2

2

1Mh e;,2

1

- ..L }
500

{c 4(� + h>2 r1

+11' 2 - �
}

5.2. Numerical Comparison

Numerical integration of the surface integrals was performed for a group of

representative motor geometry and propellant features. Four cardinal cases were selected
as characteristic examples for testing combustion instability. 1 8 These representative

motors are employed because they aptly characterize a wide spectrum of motors.

Table 3 summarizes their physical parameters. The dimensional growth rates for the

representative motors are calculated using Mathematica and posted in Table 4. The

dimensionless growth rates represented in Table 2 are made dimensional via

a· = aa0 / R . The acoustic mean flow correction, a3 , is skipped knowing its exact value

of zero.

Table 3 : Physical parameters for the routinely cited cardinal cases. 1 8

L (m)
Motor
Small Motor 0.60
Tactical Rocket 2.03
1 .73
Cold Flow
RSRM
35. 1

R (m)
0.025
0. 1 02
0.05 1
0. 700

Mb
1 .T3
3 . 1-3
3.r3
2.r3

*

*

o

5.49.:1i
2.744
6.0r4
1 .044

km
1 .3 1-1
1 .58- 1
9.26-2
6. 2 T2

?
S
77.00 1 .05 1 2
50.92 0.0628
28.07 0.0879
27.24 0.0035

f (Hz)
1 227
360
84.0
1 9.5

Af >
2.5
1 .2
-2.0a
1 .0

(mis)
1 472
1 462
29 1
1 369

Table 4: Numerically evaluated surface integrals of individual growth rates (sec- 1 ).

Motor
Small Motor
Tactical Rocket
Cold Flow
RSRM

96. 1
-3 .55
-49.7
- 1 .08
at

a2
-1 .62-4
- l .4r5
-9.63 -6
-4.4r8

*

-80. 1
-35.5
-15.1
- 3.60
a4

*

as
80. 1
35.5
15.1
3.60
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*
*
a6
a,
40.0 -28.06
1 7.8 -0.744
7.53 -0.442
1 .80 -0.004 1 9

*

as
0.0644
0.0627
0.07 1 7
0.0 1 79

*
a9
1 1 .5
9.62
4.0 1
1 .0 1

*

- 1 1 .5
-9.62
-4.01
-1 .0 1
a1 0

The asymptotically assessed surface integras (last column of Table 2) are evaluated for

the four routinely cited cardinal cases. The results are listed in Table 5. It should be

mentioned that a similar numerical study has been recently performed 55 in which the

original volume integrals are evaluated for a circular port motor and the same cardinal

cases described in Table 3. Results of those volume integrals can be compared to the

ones obtained here in an effort to validate the integral conversions. Systemic verification
is certainly helpful and represents an essential component of the scientific method. To

that end, numerical data from volume integration is displayed in Table 6. A simple

comparison suggests that values displayed in Tables 4, 5 and 6 correspond very well.

One point of discrepancy stems from the evaluation of the viscous correction a7 , for

the small motor (where an error of 33% is incurred). This unacceptably large error can

Table 5: Analytically evaluated surface integral of individual growth rates (sec- 1 ). 55

*
*
*
Motor
a1
a2
a4
96. 1 -1.694 -80. 1
Small Motor
Tactical Rocket -3.55 - l .4T5 -35.5
-49.7 -9.3r - 15. 1
Cold Flow
1.08 -4.6 1-8 -3.60
ace
Shuttle
SRB
Sp

*

as
80. 1
35.5
15. 1
3.60

*

*

a6
a1
40.0 -28.06
17.8 -0.744
7.53 -0.442
1.80 -0.004 19

*

as
0.0644
0.0627
0.0717
0.0 1 79

*

a9
1 1.4
9.64
4.02
1 .0 1

*

aw
- 1 1.4
-9.64
-4.02
- 1 .0 1

Table 6: Numerically evaluated volume integrals of individual growth rates (sec- 1 ). 55

*
*
Motor
a1
a2
96. 1 -1.624
Small Motor
Tactical Rocket -3.55 - 1.4r5
-49.7 -9.63--{;
Cold Flow
Space Shuttle SRB - 1.08 -4.4r8

*

a4
-80.0
-35.7
- 15.3
-3.66

*

as
80.0
35.7
15.3
3.66
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*

*

a6
a1
39.2 - 18.6 1
16.5 -0.7 16
7.02 -0.4 19
1.66 -0.0041 1

*

as
0.0650
0.0630
0.0490
0.0 1 13

*

a9
1 1.5
9.62
4.0 1
1.0 1

*

aw
- 11.5
-9.62
-4.0 1
- 1.0 1

be attributed to the small motor having a viscous parameter in excess of unity. Recalling

that a small value of ; was assumed during the conversion of a7 , the discrepancy is no

longer surprising. This helps to bracket the practical range of applicability for the
asymptotic solutions, specifically, to motors with ; < 1 .

The other eight growth rate integrals display a maxim�m percent error of 8.44%,

which occurs in a6 for the RSRM. The numerical and asymptotic levels of agreement

between volume and surface integral forms are gratifying and lend support to the current

methodology . Flowfield variables can be difficult to calculate throughout the motor

chamber. The surface forms mitigate this· problem by offering integrals that are more

easily amenable to evaluation and implementation into the SSP code.
5.3. SSP Comparison

Numerical evaluation of the surface integrals was performed via the most recent

incarnation of the SSP code. This code makes use of the growth rate factors that are of
0 ( Mb ) or larger. As such, a2 , a3 and a8 are not evaluated. Also, a9 and a10 are not

programmed in SSP because they have been shown to cancel. With SSP being designed
for SRMs, the cold flow case utilized in the previous numerical study will be omitted.

Forthwith, the SSP results are presented in Table 7. Note that they are nearly identical to

the numerically evaluated surface integrals given in Table 4.
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Table 7: SSP evaluated surface integrals of individual growth rates (sec-1 ). 55
Motor

Small Motor

Tactical Rocket

Space Shuttle SRB

*

a1

96.41

-3.52

- 1 .08

*

a4

-80.01

-35.54
-3.60
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*

as

80.01

35.54
3 .60

*

a6

40.04

17.78
1.8

*

a1

-28.03

-0.744

-0.00420

6.

Conclusion

The current work describes a successful step forward in improving our modeling

capabilities of acoustic instability growth for motors undergoing linear oscillations. The

principal achievement lies in simplifying the growth rate expressions to equivalent, albeit

more accurate and manageable identities and approximations. The translated surface

integrals are obtained in conceptual forms that are nearly independent of chamber

geometry. It must be noted that these integrals correspond to the linear growth rate

regime preceding the onset of nonlinear oscillations. From this standpoint, it may be seen

that a key contribution of this study lies, perhaps, in its proof-of-concept role in

converting the linear stability growth rates. Here, they are shown to be amenable to

surface transformation despite their relative complexity. The feasibility of this approach

may be readily extended to other combustion instability mechanisms that are expressed in

volumetric integral form. For instance this study does not attempt to convert the terms

corresponding to particle damping or velocity coupling. 1 5 •45-5 2 These remain to be
addressed or resolved as needed.

With respect to velocity coupling, it must be recognized that this response seeks a

fundamental relation between the fluctuating radial component of velocity at the

propellant surface and the longitudinal fluctuations in the axial velocity. Such coupling
was introduced as a patch to an essentially one-dimensional model; it becomes intrinsic

to this multidimensional analysis. Here, velocity coupling is accommodated internally by

virtue of unsteady mass conservation which, in itself, entertains a well-defined relation
between radial and axial velocity fluctuations. 39 In the previous, irrotational formulation,
- 64 -

velocity coupling had to be introduced a posteriori (having been invented in the form of

an empirical relation) to compensate for the inability of the one-dimensional acoustic

model to permit a relationship between axial and radial velocity fluctuations at the

propellant surface. 1 5 •45-52 In the present analysis, velocity coupling is not only built into

the model a priori, it is obtained from the fundamental requirement to satisfy mass

conservation, thus obviating the need for guesswork, experimentation, curve fitting, or
trial.

Another key aspect that this study addresses is the impact of retaining the

pseudopressure which is often neglected in the literature. Being the unsteady pressure
wave (or pseudosound) generated at solid boundaries,

p

is ignored in stability

assessments because of its small magnitude and its rapid decay away from the burning

surface. However, considering that most important instability mechanisms occur in close
vicinity to the propellant surface, it is not surprising that one of the two pseudo

corrections is large (i.e., a9 ). 36 This point is confirmed in the present analysis as

pseudosound-related corrections are carefully examined in both volumetric and surface

form. In later studies, it may be shown that a9 and a1 0 can cancel each other's

contribution for a general flow field. The same can be said of flow-turning and other

rotational flow corrections made manifest in recent work.

In addition to the current comparisons for an internal burning cylinder, it would be

helpful to numerically and asymptotically evaluate these integrals for the full-length slab
motor configuration. Results could then be compared to predictions obtained either

directly from SSP or by evaluating the triple integrals using parametric sets that are

representative of actual motors.
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The updating of SSP via surface integrations should eliminate the need to evaluate the
vortical flowfield over the chamber volume. This will not only simplify the evaluation of
the stability integrals, but will greatly enhance the accuracy of SSP predictions.
Subsequently, users of the code will only need to be concerned with providing accurate
estimates of propellant properties and injection characteristics along the motor
boundaries.
Current nonlinear CI approaches have displayed strong dependency on the linear
models. In fact, a nonlinear solution cannot be obtained without a full understanding of
linear behavior. A recent study by Flandro et al.

53

has shown appreciable gains on this

front.
Combustion instability is one of the most intricate and difficult engineering problems
ever faced. Intensive research has been underway ever since the phenomenon was first
observed in the 1950s. Patience and dedication have evidently paid off, resulting in the
rapid progress we have recently witnessed in both practical and theoretical understanding.
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Appendix
In converting volumetric integrals to surface form, several vector and algebraic

manipulations are required. Here we compile and catalogue vector identities and

theorems that may be needed during the integral conversion process.

Below is a

compilation of vector identities and theorems written in standard notation, with bold

letters to represent vectors.
A.1 Vector Identities

A · ( B x C) = (A x B) · C = B · (C x A) = (B x C) · A

(A l )

A x (B x C) = (A · C) B - (A · B) C

(A2 )

(A x B) · (C x D) = (A - C} (B - D) -(A - D } (B - C)

(A3)

(A x B) x ( C x D ) = (A x B - D) C - (A x B - C) D

(A4)

V(fg ) = V ( gf) = fVg + gVJ
V - (JA) = JV · A + VJ - A

(A5)
(A6 )

V x (JA) = JV x A + Vf x A

(A7)

V - (A x B) = B - (V x A) - A - (V x B)

(A8)

V x (A x B) = (B - V) A - (A · V) B + A (V · B) - B (V · A)

(A9)

V - (AB) = (V · A) B + (A · V) B

A x (V x B) = (VB) · A- (A · V) B

V (A · B) = (A · V) B + (B · V) A + A x (V x B) + B x (V x A)
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(A I O)
(A l l )
(A l 2 )

(A 13)
(A l 4)

V x {V/) = 0

V - {V x A) = O

V x (V x A) = V {V · A) - V 2 A
A.2 Theorems

JvJdV = Jn · f dS

V

S

Jv - F dV = JF · n dS

V

S

Jv x F dV = JF x n dS

V

S

J(JV2 g - gV /}d V = fn · (JVg - gVJ) dS
2

V

S

J{A {V x (V x B)]- B {V x (V x A)]}d V = Jn {B x (V x A)- A x (V x B)]dS
S

V

Jv 2A d V = J(ii · V}AdS

V

S

f[B (V · A) + (A · V) B] dV = fB (n · A) dS

V

A.3

S

(A l 5)

(A 16)
(A 17)

(Al 8)

(A 19)
(A20)

(A2 1)
(A22)

(A23)

Time Averaging

After all of the needed stability factors have been converted into surface integral form,

time averaging needs to be applied. The angle brackets used in the energy assessment
equations devel�ped by Flandro and Majdalani 1 8•3 5 require time averaging of the enclosed
function. This is accomplished via
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(A24)
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